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Abraham Lincoln Battalion and Ideology: Were the American
volunteers of the Abraham Lincoln Battalion motivated by
loyalty to the Communist Party?
Yes. The American volunteers were recruited by the Communist
Party and generally supported communist programs in
Spain. (Elizabeth Roberts)
No. The American volunteers fought to save the Republic
from overthrow by the fascists and not for the
Communist Party. (Cary Nelson)
Air Power: Did the great powers gain useful information from the
use of air power during the Spanish Civil War?
Yes. The great powers learned much about air transportation,
ground support, and strategic bombing during the Spanish
conflict that was applied during World War II.
(James S. Corum)
No. Air power during the Spanish Civil War demonstrated
little of its potential. (Kenneth W. Estes)
Alliances: Did the Spanish Civil War divide the world into new
alliances?
Yes. The Spanish Civil War strengthened the German-Italian
alignment, increased Western concerns about Russia's
aims, and amplified British and French fear of Germany.
(Dennis Showalter)
No. The fractured nature of European diplomacy after
German rearmament continued, unabated; the disagreements
over neutrality and aid to Spain simply reflected general
weakness and lack of determination to confront
German ambitions. (Sean Costigan)
Anarchists: Did the anarchists aid the Republican cause in the
Spanish Civil War?
Yes. The anarchist movement was largely responsible for the
early Loyalist victories against the rebel rising and, in the
first ten months of the struggle, provided inspiration,
direction, and manpower to the Republican cause.
(Jordi Getman-Eraso)
No. Anarchist actions prevented the centralization of the
Popular Army and thus weakened the Republic's
military effort. (Andrew H. Lee)
Armor: Was the Spanish Civil War a testing ground for the
military use of tanks?
Yes. Although the Spanish Civil War offered the great powers
few lessons in tank tactics, the conflict did influence
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tank design, especially in the Soviet Union and Germany.
(Steven J. Zaloga)
No. Blinded by their respective military doctrines and
procedures, the great powers failed to understand the
military potential of tank warfare. (Kenneth W. Estes)
Cinematic Legacy: Did the propaganda documentaries of the
civil war establish cinema as a central mode of cultural
expression in Spain?
Yes. Wartime documentaries were a means of political
discourse, shaping a national identity for Spain and
redefining the significance of cinema in Spanish culture.
(Geoff Pingree)
No. Spain had a vibrant, fully developed cinematic tradition
before the war. (Eva Maria Woods)
Fascist Conspiracy: Was the generals' uprising of 18-19 July 1936
an international fascist conspiracy?
Yes. Benito Mussolini's sponsorship of the aborted Sanjurjo
rebellion of 1932 and both the Italian dictator's and Adolf
Hitler's immediate assistance to Francisco Franco indicate
that international fascism provided the inspiration and
sustenance for the 1936 coup d'etat. (Daniel Kowalsky)
No. Although foreign assistance was required in the area of
logistical support and military aid, the uprising was a response
to specific grievances by the Spanish army against the
II Republic; no outsiders were involved in planning
or directing the generals' plot. (Brian D. Bunk)
Franco as a Nationalist Leader: Was Franco the best
qualified leader of the Nationalist cause?
Yes. Though not the first choice for dictator, Franco proved
his worth, unifying the Nationalist cause and creating a
stable government. (Sasha David Pack)
No. Franco exhibited neither wisdom nor competency; the
longevity of his dictatorship can be attributed to a lack of
capable opponents and the support of powerful elements
in Spanish society. (Geoff Jensen)
Franco's Military Strategy: Was Franco unduly cautious in his
conquest of Spain, thus prolonging the struggle
unnecessarily?
Yes. A more aggressive strategy on the part of Franco would
have overwhelmed the Republican army and brought
victory by 1938. (Antonio Cazorla-Sanchez)
No. Franco could have done little to speed up the pace of
military operations; logistical constraints, a lack of good
troops, and limits on foreign aid, as well as the resilience
of Republican forces prolonged the fighting.
(James S. Corum)
German Intervention: Did Germany achieve its strategic and
diplomatic aims by intervening in the Spanish Civil War?
Yes. By intervening in the Spanish conflict, Germany was able
to distract attention from its ambitions elsewhere in Europe.
(Gerhard L. Weinberg)
No. Nazi intervention in the Spanish conflict did not yield
significant strategic benefits; Germany was primarily
interested in obtaining Spanish raw materials.
(Christian Leitz)
Guernica: Was the raid on Guernica in 1937 by the Condor Legion
an early case of terror bombing?
Yes. The bombing of Guernica was a brutal attack on a civilian
population exacted on market day that killed 25 percent
Vi
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of the people in the city and wounded another 15 percent.
(Carlos Madrid Alvarez-Piner)
No. The Condor Legion was ordered to conduct a standard
interdiction mission against a suitably identified military
target, but the actual attack unintentionally resulted in
an indiscriminate bombing of the whole town.
(Klaus A. Maier)
Iberian War: Did the Spanish Civil War of 1936-1939 have its
roots in the Spanish civil wars of the nineteenth century?
Yes. The Spanish conflict that occurred in the late 1930s
emerged from the same basic divisions between
traditionalists and liberals that caused the two civil wars
of the previous century. (Enrique A. Sanabria)
No. The Spanish Civil War of the 1930s had less in common
with the Iberian precursors of the nineteenth century and
more in common with twentieth-century conflicts that
occurred in other European countries immediately
following World War I. (Clinton D. Young)
Inevitable War: Was the Spanish Civil War avoidable?
Yes. None of the political or economic crises the II Republic
experienced immediately before 1936 made the Spanish
Civil War inevitable. (Nigel Townson)
No. The tension caused by elements in the colonial army bent
on preserving traditional social, religious, and economic
systems and a popular desire for democratic government
made the Spanish Civil War inevitable. (Julius Ruiz)
Instability of the Republic: Was the instability of the II Republic
due to Spanish inexperience with representative
democracy?
Yes. Between 1931 and 1936 Spaniards were unable to
adhere to the electoral rules they had established in
1931. (Nigel Townson)
No. The fall of the II Republic resulted from a combination of
outside interference on the part of Germany, Italy, and the
Soviet Union, and indifference on the part of France,
Britain, and the United States. (Enrique A. Sanabria)
International Brigades as Fighting Forces: Did the International
Brigades have a significant military impact on the war?
Yes. The International Brigades provided much-needed
manpower to the Republican military effort and
raised morale by demonstrating international
solidarity. (Scott Eastman)
No. The International Brigades were a propaganda instrument
of the Communist Party that formed a small part of the
significant international support in manpower and materiel
that proved essential for the defense of the Republic in the
first two years of the war. (Veronica Lasanowski)
International Opinion: Did the international propaganda
campaigns mounted on behalf of the Republic have
an effect on the war?
Yes. International popular support was vital to the Loyalists
in terms of providing humanitarian aid, evacuating refugees,
recruiting volunteer soldiers, and increasing awareness
of the nature of the struggle. (Meagan Cooke)
No. International popular opinion, which strongly favored the
Loyalist cause, failed to compel any Western government to
prevent the gradual destruction of the democratically
elected Republic. (Joshua Goode)
International Reputation of Spain and the War: Did the
propaganda campaigns aimed at attracting foreign
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visitors during the Spanish Civil War have a lasting
economic and ideological impact?
Yes. The success of the Nationalists' Rutas de Guerra
(battlefield tours) fashioned a national identity for
Spain that endured after the war. (Sandie Holguin)
No. The successful propaganda of Francisco Franco's
Ministry of the Interior during the civil war was reversed
by his authoritarian regime and the disruptive forces
of World War II. (Sasha David Pack)
Italian Intervention: Was Italian intervention in the Spanish
Civil War helpful to the Nationalists?
Yes. The Italians supplied more men and materiel than the
Germans, and their support gave the Nationalists a decisive
edge in the war. (Luca De Caprariis)
No. The consistently poor performance of the Italian forces in the
Spanish Civil War reflected the problems that hindered
them in World War II. (William J. Astore)
Legacy in Present-Day Spain: Does the Spanish Civil War
influence present-day Spanish politics and society?
Yes. Many aspects of contemporary Spain, such as
parliamentary politics, art, cinema, education, and public
discourse, are influenced by the legacy of the civil war.
(Paloma Aguilar)
No. Nearly all of the principal differences and controversies
that divided Spain at the time of the civil war have
disappeared from contemporary political culture.
(Antonio Cazorla-Sanchez)
Madrid: How successful was the Republic's defense of
Madrid?
The Battle of Madrid was the central epic of the civil war, and
its heroic defense by a hastily (though effectively) organized
coalition of disparate forces galvanized the Republic to
fight on for another two years. (Joshua Goode)
The defense of Madrid, though militarily a success, exposed the
multiple weaknesses in the Republic's ability to fight the
rebels and gave Francisco Franco free access to softer
targets elsewhere in Spain. (Andrew Forrest)
Nationalist Victory: Why did the Nationalists win the Spanish
Civil War?
The Nationalists enjoyed advantages in all strategically relevant
areas including armed forces, leadership, political
and religious unity, and foreign support.
(Sean Costigan and Meagan Cooke)
The Nationalists won because General Francisco Franco,
despite his failings, was a more effective military leader
than anyone on the Republican side. (Geoffrey Jensen)
German and Italian military assistance gave the Nationalists
a decided advantage. (Robert H. Whealey)
Naval Warfare: Did naval operations have a significant effect
upon the course and outcome of the Spanish Civil War?
Yes. More than 90 percent of military aid to both sides came by
sea, and when the Nationalists took control of sea
communications they assured themselves of
victory. (Willard C. Frank Jr.)
No. Almost all naval operations attempted by both sides were
inept and had little effect on the course of the Spanish
Civil War. (Kenneth W. Estes)
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Orwell: Was George Orwell's description of the Spanish Civil War
in Homage to Catalonia historically accurate?
Yes. George Orwell's discussion of politics in the Republican
zone and his description of the nature of the Spanish war
have been supported by the historical literature and
verified through other eyewitness accounts.
(Jill Wooten)
No. George Orwell's experience in Spain was narrowly informed
by his presence on a single front in the midst of a beleaguered
POUM militia regiment, and thus he is a poor guide for
understanding many of the broader issues of the war.
(Jordi Getman-Eraso)
Regionalism: Did regionalism play a role in the Spanish
Civil War?
Yes. Regional differences were decisive in precipitating the
war, demarcating the division of Spain, and determining
the course of the conflict and the punitive peace
that followed. (Jordi Getman-Eraso)
No. Regionalism in Spain was largely subsumed by more
prominent issues of class, religion, and ideology.
(Veronica Lasanowski)
Religion: Was the Spanish Civil War a war of religion?
Yes. At its core, the tensions that produced the Spanish Civil
War involved the position of the Roman Catholic Church in
Spanish society, for the conflict pitted an essentially
atheist vision against a conservative Catholic one.
(Enrique A. Sanabria)
No. The religious origins of the Spanish Civil War were only
one component of a wider mass political mobilization in
defense of conservatism, not a traditional defense
of Catholic orthodoxy. (Clinton D. Young)
Roosevelt's Policy: Was the United States truly neutral in the
Spanish Civil War?
Yes. Franklin D. Roosevelt took pains to ensure that American
citizens and corporations could not help either side, though
some materiel got through to both the Republicans and
Nationalists by clandestine means.
(Christopher D. O'Sullivan)
No. The United States followed the policy of malevolent
neutrality instigated by the French and British and calculated}
to frustrate communist domination of Spain.
(Joan Maria Thomas)
Soviet Aid: Did Soviet aid help the Republic's chances of
military victory?
Yes. The arrival of Soviet weapons and advisers in 1936 saved
the Republic from rapid defeat, and the continuous flow of
arms for nearly a year afforded the Loyalist cause its
best chance of victory. (Daniel Kowalsky)
No. The Republic never received sufficient Soviet assistance to
turn the tide of the war, and the decision to accept Josef
Stalin's aid served to alienate the West and thereby
eliminate the possibility of French or British
intervention. (Tim Rees)
Sovietization of the Republican Zone: Did Josef Stalin intend to
turn the Spanish Republic into a Soviet satellite?
Yes. For the Soviet dictator, the Spanish Civil War presented
an opportunity to establish a subservient client state in
the western Mediterranean. (Daniel Kowalsky)
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No. Josef Stalin was poorly equipped to Sovietize the Republic,
and his lack of power to manipulate events in Spain forced
an early Russian withdrawal. (Stanley G. Payne)
Tactics and Technology: Was the Spanish Civil War a laboratory
for military tactics and technology?
Yes. The Spanish Civil War provided valuable lessons in
tactics and technology that observing and participating
powers later exploited in World War II.
(William J. Astore)
No. Describing the Spanish Civil War as a laboratory for military
tactics and technology misrepresents both events in Spain
and the process by which military doctrines develop.
(Eugenia C. Kiesling)
Terror: Did the policies of terror against civilians change the nature
of the military struggle in the Spanish Civil War?
Yes. The goal of both sides in the Spanish Civil War was not
simply to defeat, but rather to eliminate, the enemy, and
military operations were designed accordingly.
(Hugo Garcia)
No. The brutality of the war affected the Spanish people on a
personal level, but it did not significantly influence
military operations. (Geoffrey Jensen)
Total War: Was the Spanish Civil War a total war?
Yes. Both sides resorted to social, political, and economic
mobilization characteristic of total war. (James S. Corum)
No. The Spanish Civil War was fought under severe handicaps
of manpower and materiel that inhibited the practice of
modern warfare and the implementation of so-called
total war. (Dennis Showalter)
Weapons Testing: Did the Italians, Germans, and Soviets view the
Spanish Civil War as an opportunity to test new weaponry?
Yes. All of the assisting nations tested new weapons, especially
airplanes and tanks, though only Germany did so
effectively. (James S. Corum)
No. Weapons provided to the Nationalist and Republican forces
were standard arms of the assisting powers and did not
require any further evaluations or development.
(William J. Astore)
Western Intervention: Should the Western democracies have
intervened to save the Spanish Republic?
Yes. Western intervention was justified on moral and legal
grounds. (Luca De Caprariis)
No. Western intervention ran the risk of engulfing Europe in
a continentwide war. (Scott Eastman)
Women: Did the Spanish Civil War constitute a watershed in the
evolving role of women in the modern world?
Yes. The mobilization of women by both sides, and their
ready incorporation into hitherto masculine domains, was
an unprecedented development with no real parallels
prior to 1936. (Jessica Davidson)
No. The initial gains made by women in the Republic were
comprehensively reversed in Francisco Franco's gradual
conquest of Spain. (Aurora G. Morcillo)
World War II: Was the Spanish Civil War the first round of World
War II?
Yes. Anticipating World War II, Germany, Italy, and the Soviet
Union used the Spanish conflict to improve military,
diplomatic, and economic positions against
major rival nations. (James S. Corum)
X
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No. The Spanish Civil War was a national conflict directed by
Spaniards; the warring nations of 1939-1945 had only sporadic
influence or interest. (Dennis Showalter)
Appendix
Graphic Arts in the War: To what degree did Republican and
Nationalist graphic propaganda differ in design, inspiration,
and reception, and what role did this propaganda play in
the course of the Spanish Civil War?
In the Loyalist zone, an original and highly refined aesthetic
emerged early on and succeeded in shaping both internal
and external perceptions of the Republic's struggle.
(Michael Seidman)
In the Nationalist zone, propagandists adhered to a rigid
formula based on the Franquista ideology of Catholic
reconquest and national liberation. In an authoritarian
movement, the role of graphic propaganda was less
crucial than in the Republic, where public opinion
required vigorous monitoring and manipulation.
(Enric Ucelay-da Cal)
International Law (Matthew Satchwell)
Literary Legacy: Why did the Spanish Civil War leave such a
significant literary legacy?
The Spanish Civil War held an immediate appeal for
intellectuals and literary figures in the West because it
was the last great cause of a politically active
decade. (Gary Nelson)
Many of the Republicans and their international supporters
were influential literary figures and artists, and when the
Republic was defeated, the literature allowed them the
means to keep the Loyalist cause alive. (Jose Manuel
Del Pino and Antonio Gomez Lopez-Quiñones)
Postscript: Spanish Civil War Veterans in World War II:
Republican Army Veterans (Joseph Parello)
Nationalist Army Veterans (Kenneth W. Estes)
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ABOUT THE SERIES

History in Dispute is an ongoing series
designed to present, in an informative and lively
pro-con format, different perspectives on major historical events drawn from all time periods and from
all parts of the globe. The series was developed in
response to requests from librarians and educators
for a history-reference source that will help students
hone essential critical-thinking skills while serving
as a valuable research tool for class assignments.
Individual volumes in the series concentrate
on specific themes, eras, or subjects intended to
correspond to the way history is studied at the academic level. For example, early volumes cover such
topics as the Cold War, American Social and Political Movements, and World War II. Volume subtitles make it easy for users to identify contents at a
glance and facilitate searching for specific subjects
in library catalogues.
Each volume of History in Dispute includes up
to fifty entries, centered on the overall theme of
that volume and chosen by an advisory board of
historians for their relevance to the curriculum.
Entries are arranged alphabetically by the name of
the event or issue in its most common form. (Thus,

in Volume 1, the issue "Was detente a success?" is
presented under the chapter heading "Detente.")
Each entry begins with a brief statement of
the opposing points of view on the topic, followed
by a short essay summarizing the issue and outlining the controversy. At the heart of the entry,
designed to engage students' interest while providing essential information, are the two or more
lengthy essays, written specifically for this publication by experts in the field, each presenting one
side of the dispute.
In addition to this substantial prose explication, entries also include excerpts from primarysource documents, other useful information typeset in easy-to-locate shaded boxes, detailed entry
bibliographies, and photographs or illustrations
appropriate to the issue.
Other features of History in Dispute volumes
include: individual volume introductions by academic experts, tables of contents that identify both
the issues and the controversies, chronologies of
events, names and credentials of advisers, brief
biographies of contributors, thorough volume bibliographies for more information on the topic, and
a comprehensive subject index.
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